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Andrew Aherne

From: John Albutt <jalbutt@pzvi-architects.co.uk>
Sent: 07 February 2023 19:18
To: Andrew Aherne
Cc: Howard Kao
Subject: Euxton/Chorley site

Good evening Andrew 

I refer to your query and our subsequent conversation regarding the density of development on the DXC site at 
Chorley. As you know we provided five different schemes in order to determine which would best fit market 
demand in this location and also establish how efficiently we could use the site. 

The site in question is not an “oven ready” opportunity, but a legacy site from the historic munitions factory 
formerly owned by BAE and as such has a number of constraints which impact upon the development density, 
particularly in regard to the industrial options.  

Most significantly there are two drainage runs that go the length of the entire site, which together create such 
restrictions that development density cannot be increased without moving the drains, which I understand is not 
possible. It is not good practise to construct buildings over drains and indeed there are restrictions in doing so, 
which effectively preclude that route. There are also easements that create no build zones on the site. Altogether, 
these severely hamper the ability to position a single large footprint building, or buildings on the site, which would 
otherwise create the most efficient development in terms of site density. I appreciate however that a large building 
in this location might not be the best fit for the market here, but even if the demand was there, the constraints 
prevent one being deliverable. 

The most efficient way of constructing smaller units is to provide terraces, that are subdivisible in to smaller 
footprints, as this provides some flexibility, minimises construction costs and enables us to work around the existing 
drains, whilst still delivering a workable scheme. To maximise the efficiency of the site, I have positioned the 
concrete service yards over the drain runs. 

The natural building line along Euxton lane creates another significant development constraint. The neighbouring 
site occupied by Runshaw college has a c30 metre set back, but the more recent developments at the Cheshire 
Business and Technology Centre have a set back of about 10 metres. This established building line needs to be 
accommodated across the length of the site, particularly in light of the open aspect facing the busy Euxton Lane. We 
have provided a 10m landscape buffer set back 

The site is not a perfect rectangle as the building now occupied by Blink was sold separately and the land to its 
frontage is therefore considerably narrower at this point. This narrow part of the site is further compromised by the 
presence of two protected trees, with significant root protection zones. This part of the site could possibly be used 
for a much small building but with limited access, the extensive landscape buffer to the long frontage, one of the 
drain run restrictions along the rear long boundary and the tree protection zones it would be incredibly expensive 
and not a realistic viability. Investors and developers increasingly are seeking ESG accreditation and this is an 
obvious area to leave for initiatives in this area, such as outside seating/wellness area, wild flowering, bird feeding 
bee hives et cetera. One possible alternative, may be overspill car parking, but this would not be well positioned 
either practically or aesthetically. 

There is also a 3 metre standoff area along the line of the long railway boundary to the rear, which has been 
accommodated in our proposals. Level changes across the site have been dealt with by a balance of off site removal 
of material and provision of retaining walls, to ensure maximum realistic site coverage. 

Whilst I appreciate the ideal institutional development density is c40%, that is just not going to be achievable on this 
site. Our schemes identify realistically efficient and deliverable development. 
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I hope this clarifies the reason for the achievable site density. 

Kind regards, 
 
John Albutt 
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